Join MANZI and play this fun WATER WISE game!

HOW TO PLAY
To play this game, you need a token for each player and a coin to flip. If you get heads, you move forward two spaces. If you get tails, you move forward one space.

WISE up with WATER

START

1. You collected water in a bucket while showering to use in your mom’s garden. Move forward two spaces.

2. You reminded your dad that the tap has a leak. Have an extra turn.

3. WOW! You really respect water. For that you get two extra turns!

4. GREAT STUFF - you closed the tap while you brushed your teeth. Move forward one space.

5. Uh oh, you left a tap running in the kitchen. Move back three spaces.

6. You don’t care about water?! WHAT! GO BACK TO THE START

7. 22 MARCH IS WORLD WATER DAY AND MANZI’S BIRTHDAY! MOVE TO NUMBER 25!

8. You had a short shower (less than 5 minutes) and used water wisely! Move forward three spaces.

9. You left the tap running and completely filled the bath! BAD move, MISS A TURN!

10. You put a full bottle of water in the toilet cistern. Now your toilet uses less water per flush. Well done, move forward two spaces.

11. Oh my! We have a litter bug! Miss two turns!

12. You washed your dad’s car with the hosepipe instead of a bucket. YOU WASTED WATER! Miss two turns.

13. You love and respect water. Move forward one space.

14. Remember to take a shallow bath. It uses less water!

15. 23

16. FINISH
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